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ABSTRACT  
 

In this study, the effect of carbonization temperature on the performance of carbon membrane 

was being investigated. P84 co-polyimide-based tubular carbon membrane were fabricated 

through the dip-coating technique. The prepared membranes were characterized by using the 

thermogravimetric analysis and scanning electron microscopy. CO2, N2, and CH4 pure gas 

were utilized in determination of the carbon membrane’s permeation attributes. In order 

to enhance the membrane’s performance, carbonization process was performed in Ar 

environment; with the flow rate of 200 ml/min. The carbonization process was done at 

various temperature, namely 600 oC, 700 oC, 800 oC and 900 oC in a constant heating 

rate of 3 oC/min. The increased in the temperature of carbonization leads to the 

production of small pores size carbon membrane. Carbon membrane prepared at 800 oC 

showed the highest CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 selectivity of 63.2±5.2 and 61.3±1.7, respectively. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

Separation of gas through membrane 

offers advantage such as ease of 

operation which can effectively fit onto 

the power plant with no complex 

incorporation and devoid of chemicals 

addition and absorbent or adsorbent 

regeneration is completely dismissed 

[1]. Membrane technology is believed 

to be sensible and compelling 

innovations for the division of vaporous 

blends at the modern scale due to their 

high vitality productive partition 

process, clear task and low capital and 

working costs [2]. Of late, worldwide 

has shown enthusiasm toward thinking 

about inorganic materials to supplant 

the current polymeric materials. 

Similarly, they accept a critical part in 

the gas partition procedure of 

mechanical segment as a result of its 

capability to isolate the little particles of 

gasses adequately [3-5]. Carbonization 

is a procedure in which an appropriate 

carbon forerunner is burned in a 

controlled atmosphere (vacuum or 

inactive) to the carbonization 

temperature at a specific warming rate 

for an adequately long warm drench 

time [6, 7].  
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The sorts of polymer being utilized as a 

precursor assume a critical part in the 

readiness of carbon membranes. 

Polyimides are one of the best options 

because they are inflexible, has high 

dissolving point as well as high glass 

progress temperature, Tg [8]. 

Subsequently, polyimides are 

considered as the most stable of all 

polymers. The most generally business 

polyimide used for manufacture of 

carbon membrane is P84 co-polyimide. 

It can be broken up in numerous 

solvents and P84 co-polyimide-based 

tubular carbon membrane has a decent 

compound and warm security besides 

having an amazing detachment factor.  
The polymeric membranes can be 

manufactured either as unsupported 

membranes or upheld membranes. A 

really cautious dealing with it is 

required for carbon membranes as a 

result of the delicacy of carbon 

membrane [9]. It makes them difficult 

to be created especially for bigger 

surface zone of membranes. Of course, 

this issue can be overwhelmed by 

showing supported carbon membranes 

either tube or flat-sheet. The 

mechanical quality exceedingly 

permeable materials can likewise be 

upgraded by covering their surfaces. 

There are a few types of covering 

systems; splash covering, turn covering, 

plunge covering and ultrasonic 

statement. In this investigation, tubular 

held membrane was set up by plunge 

covering strategy due to its 

straightforwardness and financially 

savvy as has been enhanced by 

numerous researchers [2, 10]. 

 

 

2.0  METHODS 

 

2.1 Materials 

 

In this investigation, an economically 

accessible P84 co-polyimide was 

chosen as principle polymer precursor. 

N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) 

obtained from Merck (Germany) was 

utilized as the dissolvable of P84 co-

polyimide to set up the polymeric 

membranes. Methanol was utilized as a 

dissolvable trade amid post-treatment 

step. The fired tube was utilized as a 

membrane bolster. 

 

2.2 Carbon Membrane Preparation 

 

Polymeric membranes were fabricated 

from a homogenous dope arrangement 

comprising of 15wt% P84 co-polyimide 

and 85wt% NMP, separately. The 

polymer arrangement was blended for 

24 hours using mechanical mixing. The 

blend was kept up in a sonicated water 

shower to expel all rises from the 

arrangement. Polymer upheld 

membranes were set up by plunge 

covering a uniform membrane of the 

polymeric arrangement over the outer 

surface of a tubular supported by using 

dip-coating method. The dip-coating 

method has been conducted for 45 

minutes and the membranes were then 

dried at 80oC for 24 hours. Next, the 

membranes were drenched with 

methanol for 2 hours and after that set 

at 100oC for 24 hours inside broiler to 

permit moderate expulsion of the 

dissolvable. The dried upheld 

polymeric membranes were put inside 

the Carbolite flat tubular heater for 

carbonization compositions. In the 

initial step, the membranes were dealt 

under Argon stream (200 ml/min) with 

temperature up to 300oC and warming 

rate of 3oC/min. In the second step, the 

membranes were dealt with temperature 

up to 600, 700, 800 or 900oC at a similar 

warming rate and gas stream.  

 

2.3  Membrane Characterization 

 

The pattern of changes in weight 

reduction amid carbonization was 

acquired by utilizing thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) using Mettler Toledo 
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instrument. The investigation was 

performed with a heating rate of 

10oC/min at the temperature extending 

from 40 to 900oC. The cross-area 

morphology of the polymer and carbon 

membranes was observed under JEOL 

JSM-5610LV scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM).  

 

2.4 Pure Gas Permeation 

Measurements 

 

In this investigation, neat CO2, N2, and 

CH4 gases were used as a sustain 

courses through the membrane in the 

gas permeation test. The performance 

of the membrane can be characterized 

by means of two important parameters 

which are permeance and selectivity. 

The permeance, P/l (GPU) and 

selectivity, α of the membranes were 

calculated using the equations as 

follows. 

 

 
 (1) 

 

 
 (2) 

 

where P/l is the permeance of the 

membrane, Qi is the volumetric flow 

rate of gas i at standard temperature and 

pressure (cm3 (STP/s)), p is the pressure 

difference between the feed side and the 

permeation side of the membrane 

(cmHg), A is the membrane surface area 

(cm2), n is the number of sample in the 

module, D is the outer diameter of the 

membrane (cm), and l is the effective 

length of the membrane (cm). The 

selectivity, α is defined as the ratio of 

fast gas permeation to slow gas 

permeation. The carbon membrane was 

tested using an in-house gas permeation 

system. The system consists of a 

flexible hose, permeation cell, valve, 

pressure regulator and soap bubble 

meter. The 8-cm tubular carbon 

membrane was put inside the tubular 

module and was supported into the 

module at sustain weight of 8 bars by 

pure gas. A tubular stainless-steel 

module of 14 cm long was utilized to 

contain the tubular fired membrane and 

fitted with elastic O-rings that enabled 

the membrane to be housed in the 

module without spillages. 

 

 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1  Thermal Properties 

 

TGA gave data about the adjustments in 

warm strength of P84 co-polyimide-

based polymeric membranes. The 

changes in physical and chemical 

properties of polymeric membranes 

during TGA gave an overview of the 

evolution of carbon membranes from 

corresponding precursors which 

provide critical information for 

designing the pyrolysis protocol of the 

experiment.  

Figure 1 shows the weight reduction 

of 15 wt% of precursor with expanding 

temperature from 30 to 800°C. As 

appeared in the figure, TGA 

investigation was completed for one 

arrangement which is 15wt% P84 co-

polyimide polymeric membranes and 

the weight reduction happened in two 

stages in which the principal corruption 

of creation of forerunner from its 

unique weight to 97% was begun at 

roughly 35°C to 90°C. At that point, the 

polymer membrane with grouping of 15 

wt% ended up stable until 300°C. 

The 15 wt% polymeric membranes 

were started for second decompose 

again at the temperature of 300°C and 

end around 800°C. It was attributed to 

the decomposition of P84 co-polyimide 

molecule. Generally, the weight losses 

happened due to the evolution of CO, 

CO2 and CH4 during heat treatment 

process, which caused a cleavage of the 

benzene ring of P84 co-polyimide-
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based polymeric membrane. Similar 

results were also obtained by Salleh and 

Ismail [11]. Four temperatures; 600, 

700, 800 and 900°C were selected, to 

explore the effects of carbonization 

temperature on the microstructure and 

permeation properties of the resultant 

carbon membranes. 

In view of TGA investigation have 

discovered that adjustment between the 

temperature scope of glass progress 

temperature and debasement 

temperature can viably keep a softening 

stage amid carbonization for warm 

plastic polymers, for example, 

polyimides (PI) as reported by Sazali 

and collaborators [12]. In this manner, 

adjustment temperature of 300°C, 

which is in the vicinity of 90 and 400°C 

was connected amid adjustment venture 

to wipe out remaining dissolvable while 

staying away from polymer liquefying. 

A thermally stable structure will be 

made in the membrane grid by cross-

connecting amid the adjustment step, 

which prompts arrangement of 

deformity free carbon membranes after 

carbonization. This outcome is in 

agreement with Barsema et al. [13].   

 

 
Figure 1 TGA profile for P84 co-polyimide 

 

 

3.2  Morphological Structure 
 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

was utilized to describe the morphology 

of P84 co-polyimide-based polymeric 

and carbon membranes arranged under 

various carbonization temperature. 

Figure 2 (a) presents the SEM images of 

the 15 wt% P84-based polymeric 

membrane, while Figure 2 (b)-(e) 

shows the cross-segment 

microphotographs of 15 wt% P84-

based carbon membranes at 600, 700, 

800 and 900°C. 

By looking at the difference between 

P84-based polymeric membrane and 

P84-based on carbon membranes with 

various carbonization temperature, it 

can be obviously observed that P84-

based polymeric membrane exhibits 

cracks and poor rearrangement 

structures while P84-based carbon 

shows conservativeness structure and 

more ordered structure. It demonstrates 

that the polymer chains shaped have 

expanded the pressing thickness of the 

membranes and a portion of the pores 

wind up thin because of the 

densification of carbon structure. It is 

similar compared to the work of Sazali 

and coworkers [14]. As the final 

carbonization temperature increases, 

the gas will pass through the membrane 

structure according to their kinetic 

diameter. Thus, the increment of 

carbonization final temperature would 

produce the carbon membrane with a 

higher permeability and selectivity. 

As shown in Figure 2 (b)-(e), their 

structures were more compact when the 

pyrolysis temperature was increased 

from CM-600 to CM-800. However, 

when the pyrolysis temperature was 

increased to CM-900, it became less 

compact and the structure was 

collapsed. This was due to heating at a 

higher temperature caused the pores to 

shrink and finally disappeared. It was 

supported by research done by Centeno 

and Fuertes (2004) in which they 

reported that the pores will enlarge at 

the temperature range 700-800℃. Thus, 

at the temperature around 1000℃, the 

porosity of carbonized material was 

mainly closed [15]. 
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Figure 2 SEM images (a) P84 polymeric 

membrane (b) CM-600°C, (c)CM-700°C, 

(d) CM-800°C (e) CM-900 °C 

 

 

3.3  Gas Permeation Measurements 

 

The permeability of three pure gases 

with different molecular sizes; CO2 

(3.30), N2 (3.64), and CH4 (3.80), 

through the resulting carbon 

membranes were measured, after each 

carbonization step. The gas permeance 

of the prepared carbon membranes 

would follow the order of CO2 > N2 > 

CH4, which were in accordance with 

their kinetic diameters. Similar trends 

were also reported by Favvas’s and 

group [16].  

As tabulated in Table 1, P84-based 

tubular supported carbon membranes 

demonstrated a superior performance 

property compared with the polymeric 

membranes. The P84 with the 

composition of 15wt% demonstrated a 

decent performance execution because 

of the pressing thickness of the 

membrane, in this way enabling the 

gases to saturate through the membrane 

adequately. It shows that an expansion 

in carbonization temperature will build 

the permeance and selectivity of carbon 

membranes. Table 1 shows gas 

permeation results for P84 polymeric 

and carbon membrane. The results 

indicated that the carbon membrane 

with carbonization temperature of 

800°C showed superior selectivity 

compared to the other carbonized 

temperature. This was due to its pore 

system which contained wide-ranging 

openings with narrow constriction [14]. 

 In general, the gas permeability for 

neat PI polymeric membranes had been 

obviously lowered compared to carbon 

membrane. As the carbonization 

temperature increased, the carbon 

membrane turned out to be more 

permeable, resulting in high selectivity. 

This demonstrated that pores and 

carbon structure of the carbon 

membrane wind up inflexible, smaller 

and a portion of the pores may change 

into shut pores amid the carbonization. 

On the other hand, when higher 

carbonization temperature was applied, 

it cause the pores to vanish. This 
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example was in concurrence with the 

way that the carbonized membranes 

have a micropore structure that was 

competent to perceive the diverse active 

width of gases and builds the selectivity. 

Comparable discoveries were likewise 

revealed by Saufi and Ismail, 2004 [17]. 

Overall, the carbonization temperature 

of 800°C was found to be the best 

temperature for the fabrication of 

carbon membrane made of 15 wt% P84. 

Such membrane shows CO2/CH4 and 

CO2/N2 selectivity of 63.2±5.2 and 

61.3±1.7, respectively. 

 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

 

Generally, it is well known that the 

polymeric membrane performance 

appears to be a trade-off between a 

selectivity and permeability. Carbon 

membrane was produced via heat 

treatment process to improve the 

molecular structure of the membrane 

and to increase its ability to separate 

gases in terms of permeability and 

selectivity. Carbonization process plays 

a significant role in the production of 

carbon membrane. Due to its brittleness, 

a tube support is used to overcome this 

problem. Based on the study, there are 

a few conclusions reached: 

(a) P84 co-polyimide is a reasonable 

precursor for carbon membranes as it 

can withstand high temperature warm 

treatment in carbonization process. 

(b) The resultant carbon membrane 

demonstrates smaller pores and shows 

higher CO2/CH4, and CO2/N2 

selectivity than the polymeric precursor 

membrane. 

(c) The selectivity of gas sets expanded 

as the carbonization temperature 

expanded because of the high 

minimization of the carbon membrane 

structure. 

(d) The best execution is acquired for 

carbon membrane arranged at 800°C 

with CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 selectivity 

of 63.2±5.2 and 61.3±1.7, separately. 

However, when carbonization 

temperature is over 800°C, it will 

initiate gas partition. Low carbonization 

temperature (<600 °C) meanwhile is 

not able to achieve complete 

carbonization for membranes.  
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